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1. Introduction
The experimental, in particular, spectroscopic results about atoms brought Bohr [3] to the
following “principal assumptions” for a theory of atoms.
1. That the dynamical equilibrium of the systems in the stationary states can be discussed
by help of the ordinary mechanics, while the passing of the systems between different
stationary states cannot be treated on that basis.
2. That the latter process is followed by the emission of a homogeneous radiation, for which
the relation between the frequency and the amount of energy emitted is the one given by
Planck’s theory.” (p. 7)
Assumption (1) states a strange contraposition of the conservation and of the changes of
stationary states. Indeed, the conservation of energy - a generalization of Newton’s Law 1 -
holds true quite general, while the change of stationary states along Newton’s Law 2 is
restricted to classical mechanics (CM). A smooth transition from representations of CM, which
axiomatically fix not only the conditions of conservation, but also the manner of change of
stationary states and the equation(s) of motion, respectively (Newton, Lagrange, Hamilton),
is impossible, as observed also by Heisenberg [30] and Schrödinger [43]. However, in Leonhard
Euler’s representation of CM [24][25], only the conditions of conservation of stationary states
are fixed, while their change has to be described according to the situation under consideration.
This makes it suitable to serve as starting point for a smooth transition from classical to
quantum mechanics (QM). Euler’s principles of the change of stationary states of bodies will
be generalized to classical conservative systems as well as to quantum systems. The latter will
be used for deriving the time-dependent from the time-independent Schrödinger equation.
© 2013 Enders; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
In his pioneering papers ‘Quantization as Eigenvalue Problem’ [43], Schrödinger has posed
four requirements.
1. The “quantum equation” should “carry the quantum conditions in itself” (Second
Commun., p. 511);
2. There should be a special mathematical method for solving the stationary Schrödinger
equation, which accounts for the non-classical character of the quantization problem, ie,
which is different from the classical eigenvalue methods for calculating the (eigen)modes
of strings, resonators and so on (ibid., p. 513);
3. The derivation should uniquely decide, that the energy rather than the frequency values
are discretized (ibid., pp. 511, 519), since only the former means true quantization, while
the latter corresponds to the classical discretization mentioned in requirement 2;
4. The use of the classical expressions for the kinetic and potential energies should be
justified (Fourth Commun., p. 113).
Schrödinger’s requirements 1 and 2 mean, that - contrary to the very title of the papers -
quantization is actually not an eigenvalue problem. For in the latter the discretization is
imposed not by the differential equation itself, but by the boundary conditions, and this is the
classical discretization for standing waves in organ pipes etc. I will fulfill all four requirements
by treating quantization as a selection problem. The number of stationary states of a quantum
system is smaller than that of a classical system [6]. I will describe, (i), the selection of quantum
systems out of the set of all mechanical systems and, (ii), the selection of their stationary states
out of the continuum of classical stationary states. Earlier arguing [19][10] is improved and
extended in several essential points.
2. Elements of an Eulerian representation of classical mechanics
2.1. Euler’s axioms
Leonhard Euler [20-25] was the first to apply the calculus to all areas of mathematics and
mechanics of his time, and he developed novel methods, such as the calculus of variations and
topology. Moreover, he worked out an axiomatic of mechanics, where only Newton’s Law
(axiom) 1 concerning the conservation of stationary states is retained as an axiom, while
Newton’s Laws (axioms) 2 and 3 concerning the change of stationary states are treated as
problems to be solved (for a detailed account, see [19][10][45]). This allows for introducing
alternative equations of motion without loosing the contact to CM.
The existence of stationary states is postulated in the following axioms (as in Newton’s axioms,
rotatory motion is not considered).
Axiom E0: Every body is either resting or moving.
This means, that the subsequent axioms E1 and E2 are not independent of each other; they
exclude each other and, at once, they are in harmony with each other [22].
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Axiom E1: A body preserves its stationary state at rest, unless an external cause sets it in motion.
Axiom E2: A body preserves its stationary state of straight uniform motion, unless an external
cause changes this state.
The stationary-state variable is the velocity vector, v (the mass of a body is always constant).
The equation of stationary state reads v=0 for the state at rest and v=const for the state of straight
uniform motion. The position, r, is variable of the state of motion, but not of stationary states,
because it changes during straight uniform motion, ie, in the absence of (external) causes for
changing the stationary state [50].
2.2. Eulerian principles of change of state for single bodies
Following [21], the changes of position, r, and velocity, v, of a body of mass m subject to the
(external) force, F, during the time interval dt are
1 1
dt
d dt dtdtm m
æ ö æ öæ ö æ öæ ö æ ö æ ö æ öç ÷ ç ÷= = + º +ç ÷ ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷ ç ÷ ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷è ø è øè ø è ø è ø è øè ø è ø
v 0 0r 0 1 r 0 r 0U Uv 0 0 v F v FF 0 1 int ext (1)
The internal transformation, Uint, describes the internal change, dr=vdt, that is independent of
the external force. The external transformation, Uext, describes the external change, dv=(F/m)dt,
that depends on the external force. These matrices do not commute: UintUext≠UextUint. This
means, that the internal and external transformations are not reducible onto another; the
internal and external changes are independent each of another.
Thus, up to order dt,
CB1) The changes of stationary-state quantities (dv) are external changes; they explicitly
depend solely on external causes (F), but not on state-of-motion quantities (r);
CB2) The change of the stationary-state quantities (dv) do not explicitly depend on the
stationary-state quantities (v) themselves;
CB3) The change of state-of-motion quantities (dr) are internal changes; they explicitly depend
solely on stationary-state quantities (v) ;
CB4) The change of stationary-state (dv) and of state-of-motion quantities (dr) are independent
each of another;
CB5) As soon as the external causes (F) vanish, the body remains in the stationary state assumed
at this moment: Z(t)=const=Z(t1)=v(t1) for t≥t1, if F(t)=0 for t≥t1.
Accounting for ddt=0 and dF=0, one obtains from eq. (1)
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Thus, the principles CB1...CB5 are compatible with Newton’s equation of motion (published
first in [20]). For their relationship to Descartes’ and Huygens’ principles of motion, see [10][45].
2.3. Eulerian principles of change of state for Hamiltonian systems
According to Definition 2 and the axioms, or laws of motion (Laws 1 and 2, Corollary 3), the
momentum is the stationary-state variable of a body in Newton’s Principia. The total momen‐
tum "is not changed by the action of bodies on one another" (Corollary 3). The principles
CB1...CB5 remain true, if the velocity, v, is replaced with the momentum, p. For this, I will use
p rather than v in what follows.
For a free body, any function of the momentum, Z(p), is a conserved quantity. If a body is
subject to an external force, its momentum is no longer conserved, but becomes a state-of-
motion variable like its position. Correspondingly, Z(p)≠const. Suppose, that there is never‐
theless a function, Z0(p,r), that is constant during the motion of the body. It describes the
stationary states of the system body & force. External influences (additional forces) be
described through a function Zext(p,r,t) such, that Z(p,r)=Z0(p,r)+Zext(p,r,t) takes over the role
of the stationary-state function.
The following principles - a generalization of CB1...CB5 - will shown to be compatible with
Hamilton’s equations of motion. Up to order dt,
CS1) The change of stationary-state quantities (dZ) depends solely on the external influences
(Zext), but not on state-of-motion quantities (p, r);
CS2) The change of the stationary-state quantities (dZ) is independent of the stationary-state
quantities (Z) themselves;
CS3) The changes of state-of-motion quantities (dp, dr) directly depend solely on stationary-
state quantities (Z); the external influences (Zext) affect the state-of-motion quantities (p, r)
solely indirectly (via stationary-state quantities, Z);
CS4) The changes of stationary-state (dZ) and of state-of-motion quantities (dp, dr) are
independent each of another;
CS5) As soon as the external influences (Zext) vanish, the system remains in the stationary state
assumed at this moment: Z(t)=const=Z(t1) for t≥t1, if Zext=0 for t>t1.
These principles imply the equation of change of stationary state to read
extZZ Z ZdZ d d dt dtt t
¶¶ ¶ ¶= × + × + =¶ ¶ ¶ ¶p rp r (3)
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This equation is fulfilled, if
;Z d Z da adt dt
¶ ¶= = -¶ ¶
r p
p r (4)
Compatibility with Newton’s equation of motion yields a=1 and Z(p,r)=H(p,r), the Hamiltonian
of the system; (4) becoming Hamilton’s equations of motion.
;d H d Hdt dt
¶ ¶= - =¶ ¶
p r
r p (5)
It may thus be not too surprising that these principles can cum grano salis be applied also to
quantum systems. Of course, the variables, which represent of stationary states and motion,
will be other ones, again.
3. Quantization as selection problem — I. Derivation of the stationary
Schrödinger equation
The usual foundations of QM consider CM to be not sufficient and, consequently, need
additional or novel assumptions, for instance,
• to restrict the energy spectrum to the values nhν [41][6] or to (n/2)hν [3];
• to “distinguish” [31] or to “select” [39][36] the values nħ of the action integral,∮pdq (n -
integer; in contrast to CM, the action integral is not subject to a variational principle);
• to suppose the existence of h and to abandon the classical paths [30];
• to suppose the existence of h and of a wave function being the solution of an eigenvalue
problem [43];
• to suppose the existence of a quantum logic [2][28] and of a Hilbert space for its represen‐
tation;
• to suppose the existence of transition probabilities obeying the Chapman-Kolmogorov
equation (as in wave mechanics) [27].
All these approaches have eventually resorted to CM in using the classical expressions and the
interpretations of position, momentum, potential and kinetic energies, because ‘it works’. In
contrast, I will present a concrete realization of Schrödinger’s 4th requirement.
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3.1. The relationship between CM and non-CM as selection problem
In his Nobel Award speech, Schrödinger ([44] p. 315) pointed to the logical aspect, which is
central to the approach exposed here.
“We are faced here with the full force of the logical opposition between an
either – or (point mechanics)
and a
both – and (wave mechanics)
This would not matter much, if the old system were to be dropped entirely and to be replaced by the new.“
This ”logical opposition“ consists in a hierarchy of selection problems.1
3.1.1. Selection problem between Newtonian and non-Newtionian CM
Consider a linear undamped oscillator. For each stationary state of total energy E, Newton’s
equation of motion confines its position, x, to the interval between and including the classical
turning points: xmin≤x≤xmax. Its momentum is confined as pmin≤p≤pmax. More generally speaking,
a system obeying Newton’s equation of motion moves within the sets CNewton={r|V(r)≤E} and
PNewton={p|T(p)≤E}.2
Alternatively, a classical, though non-Newtonian mechanics is conceivable, where dp/dt=-F
and E=V-T. A linear oscillator would move beyond the turning points: x≤xmin or/and x≥xmax. In
general, the set of possible configurations equals Cnon-Newton={r|V(r)≥E}. The momentum
configuration is no longer limited: Pnon-Newton=Pall={p}.
Thus, a conservative CM system obeys either the laws of Newtonian CM, where dp/dt=+F and
V(r(t))≤E, or the laws of non-Newtonian CM, where dp/dt=-F and V(r(t))≥E. In both cases, the
system moves along paths, r(t).
3.1.2. Einsteinian selection problem between CM and non-CM
For both Newtonian and non-Newtonian classical systems, the set of possible energies (the
energy spectrum) is continuous. Einstein [6] has observed that this leads to a temperature-
independent specific heat (Dulong-Petit’s law) for an ensemble of classical oscillators. In
contrast, the discrete set of possible energies of a Planck oscillator yields a specific heat that
decreases with decreasing temperature, in agreement with then recent experiments. He
1 I will deviate from the exposition in [19][10] to make it shorter, though clearer and to correct few statements about the
momentum configurations.
2 V(r)≥0, since it equals the “disposable work storage of a system“ [33]. ‘r’ stays for all configuration variables, ‘p’ stays
for all momentum configuration variables of a system.
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concluded, “that the set of possible energies of microscopic systems is smaller than that for
systems of our everyday experience.“
Thus, the set of possible energies of a mechanical system is either continuous, or discrete.3
3.1.3. Selection problem between CM and non-CM in terms of allowed configurations
Einstein’s alternative does not follow from purely mechanical arguing. For this, I continue the
reasoning of subsection 3.1.1. The harmony between Newtonian and non-Newtonian CMs
consists in that they both build an alternative to a non-CM mechanics, in which the set of
allowed configurations comprises the whole configuration space, Call = CNewton ⋃ Cnon-Newton = {r}.
Since the motions along paths in CNewton and Cnon-Newton are incompatible each to another, the
motion of non-CM systems does not proceed along paths.
Thus, a mechanical system either moves along paths (CM), or it moves not along paths (non-
CM). The configuration of a non-CM system can assume any element of Call even in the
stationary states.
3.1.4. Selection problem between mechanics and non-mechanics
For completeness I note that a system is either a mechanical, or a non-mechanical one.
Like Euler’s axioms E1 and E2, these alternatives exclude each other and, at once, are “in
harmony each with  another”.  They dialectically  determine each another  in  the  sense  of
Hegel [29].
The question thus is how a linear oscillator without turning points is to be described?
3.2. Non-classical representation of the potential and kinetic energies
V(r) [T(p)] is no longer the contribution of the (momentum) configuration r (p) to the total
energy, E, since it is unbounded in the domain Call (Pall). For this, I define ‘limiting factors’,
FE(r) and GE(p), such, that
( ) ( ) ( ) ;
( ) ( ) ( ) ;
ncl all
E E
ncl all
E E
V F V E C
T G T E P
= £ Î
= £ Î
r r r r
p p p p (6)
The contribution of the (momentum) configuration r (p) of a non-classical system to its total
energy, VEncl(r) [TEncl(p)], depends on the energy, because the inequality is no longer realized
through the restriction of the (momentum) configuration space.
FE(r) and GE(p) are non-negative. FE(r)<0 would mean, that VEncl(r) is attractive (repulsive), while
V(r) is repulsive (attractive). GE(p)<0 would mean, that TEncl(p) becomes negative. For simplic‐
ity, I chose the one-dimensional representation of unity and set
3 Because of the finite resolution of measurement apparatus, the set of rational numbers is physically equivalent to the
set of real numbers.
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2 2( ) ( ) ; ( ) ( )E E E EF f G g= =r r p p (7)
“ψψ¯ [≡|ψ|2] is a kind of weight function in the configuration space of the system. The wave-
mechanical configuration of the system is a superposition of many, strictly speaking, of all
kinematically possible point-mechanical configurations. Thereby, each point-mechanical
configuration contributes with a certain weight to the true wave-mechanical configuration, the
weight of which is just given through ψψ¯. If one likes paradoxes, one can say, the system resides
quasi in all kinematically thinkable positions at the same time, though not ‘equally strongly’.
“ ([43] 4th Commun., p. 135)
Correspondingly, I call FE and GE weight functions, fE and gE - weight amplitudes. Since FE(r)
and GE(p) are dimensionless, there are reference values, rref and pref, such, that actually,
FE(r)=FE(r/rref) and GE(p)=GE(p/pref). In other words, each such system has got a characteristic
length in configuration and in momentum configuration space.
33
3 3( ) ( ) 1
all all
E E
ref refref refC P
d pd rF Gr pr p= =òòò òòò
r p (8)
In order to simplify the notation, I will omit rref and pref wherever possible.
3.3. The stationary Schrödinger equation
Within CM, the balance between potential, V(r), and kinetic energies, T(p), to yield V(r)
+T(p)=E=const is realized through the common path parameter time, t: r=r(t), p=p(t); E=V(r(t))
+T(p(t)). This common parameterization through t is absent for non-classical systems not
moving along paths, r(t). Consequently, the balance between the potential, VEncl(r), and kinetic
energies, TEncl(p), is not point-wise: p(t)↔r(t), but set-wise: {p}↔{r}. Set-wise relations are
mediated through integral relations.4
( ) ( )
3 3
3 3
2 2
1 1( ) ( ) ; ( ) ( )
2 2
ref ref ref ref
all all
i ip r p r
E E E E
C Pref ref ref ref
g e f d r f e g d p
p r p rp p
× ×-
= =òòò òòò
p r r p
p r r p (9)
In view of the symmetric normalization (8) I have chosen symmetric normalization factors.
Alternatively, it is possible to avoid complex-valued weight amplitudes (wave functions)
through using 2-component vectors for them and the Hartley transform in place of the Fourier
4 The most general symmetric Fourier transform contains a free complex-valued parameter [49]. It appears to be merely
a rescaling of rref and pref, respectively.
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transform. The operators become 2x2 matrices. It remains to explore whether their free
components can be exploited for the description of new effects.
Lacking orbits, such a system does not assume a definite configuration, say, r1, and momentum
configuration, p1, at a given time, t1, with E=VEncl(r1)+TEncl(p1). Instead, they all contribute to the
stationary state, E. The partial contribution of the single (momentum) configuration, r (p), is
determined by the weight function according to eq. (6). The total energy thus becomes
3 3
3 3
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
all all
all all
E E
C P
E E
C P
F V d r G T d p
E F d r G d p= +
òòò òòò
òòò òòò
r r p p
r p (10)
The denominators have been added for dimensional reasons. The classical representation is
obtained through setting
3 3( ) ( ( )); ( ) ( ( ))E ref E refF r t G p td d= - = -r r r p p p (11)
The occurrence of E on the r.h.s. makes eq. (10) to be an implicit equation for E. This suggests
E to be an internal system parameter being determined solely by system properties like the
oscillation frequency of an undamped harmonic oscillator [19]. However, as in CM, the value
of E is given by the initial preparation of the system.
The Fourier transform (9) enables me to eliminate one of the weight amplitudes from eq. (10).
3
3
3
3
ˆ( ) ( ) ( )
ˆ; ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
ˆ( ) ( ) ( )
ˆ; ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
all
all
all
all
E E
C ref ref
E E
C
E E
P ref ref
E E
P
f H f d r
E H V T ip rf f d r
g H g d p
H V ir p Tg g d p
¶= º + - ¶
¶= º +¶
òòò
òòò
òòò
òòò
r r r
r r rr r
p p p
p ppp p
(12)
(Other positions of the weight amplitudes lead to the same results.) Since, in general, f¯ Eand
g¯ E  are linearly independent of fE and gE, respectively, necessary conditions for fulfilling these
equations are
ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ); ( ) ( ) ( )E E E EEf H f Eg H g= =r r r p p p (13)
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Moreover, these equations hold true for the minimum of the r.h.s. of eq. (12), ie, for the ground
state. There is no indication for a difference between the stationary-state equation for the
ground state and for the states of higher energy.
A comparison with experiments reveals, that rrefpref=ħ, which I will use in what follows. Thus,
with f E (r)= rref3/2ψE (r) and gE (p)= pref3/2ϕE (p), eqs. (13) are the stationary Schrödinger equations
in configuration and momentum configuration spaces.
4. Quantization as selection problem — II. Non-classical solution to the
stationary Schrödinger equation
As observed by Schrödinger himself (!), the eigenvalue method used by himself does not
properly account for the quantum nature of quantum systems, because it applies to (and had
been developed for) classical systems like strings and pipes. In what follows, I will describe a
solution method being free of that deficiency.
4.1. The linear oscillator
The stationary Schrödinger equation for a linear undamped harmonic oscillator reads
2 22 2
2
ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ); ( ) 2 2E Eref ref
x x mH x f Ef H x xr r m xw
¶= = - ¶
h (14)
To see its essentials I introduce dimensionless variables as5
; ; ( ) ( );2
ref ref
ref a E
ref ref ref
r px Er y f ar m r px x xw w= = = = - (15)
to obtain
2 2
2
( ) 1 ( ) 04
a a
d y a yd
x x xx
æ ö- + =ç ÷è ø (16)
This is Weber’s equation [48] being one of the equations of the parabolic cylinder [1]. Despite
of the reference length, rref, the stationary states are determined solely through the energy
parameter, -a. In contrast to the classical oscillator, where E~ω2, the quantum oscillator exhibits
5 This yields pref=2mωrref; the classical maximum values are interrelated as pmax=mωrmax. I deviate from the exposition in[19][10] to make the following clearer.
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E~ω. Since ω does not occur as a self-standing parameter, the quantization is not affecting it;
Schrödinger’s 3rd requirement is fulfilled.
4.2. The mathematically distinguished solutions
For and only for the values a=±½ the l.h.s. of eq. (16) factorizes.6
1 12 2
1 1 1 1( ) 0; ( ) 02 2 2 2
d d d dy yd d d dx x x x x xx x x x+ -
æ öæ ö æ öæ ö+ - = - + =ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷ç ÷è øè ø è øè ø (17)
Therefore, the values a=±½ are mathematically distinguished against all other a-values. The
corresponding solutions, y±½(ξ), are mathematically equivalent, but physically different. y-½
(ξ)=y-½(0)×exp(-ξ2/4) is a limiting amplitude, while y+½(ξ)=y+½(0)×exp(+ξ2/4) is not. This
distinguishes physically the value a=-½ over the value a=+½.
If there would be no other distinguished a-values, there would be only one state (a=-½).
However, a system having got just one state is not able to exchange energy with its environ‐
ment. In order to find further distinguished a-values, I examine two recurrence relations for
the standard solutions of eq. (16) ([1] 19.6.1, 19.6.5).
1 1 1 1( , ) ( 1, ) 0; ( , ) ( 1, ) 02 2 2 2
d dU a a U a V a a V ad dx x x x x xx x
æ ö æ öæ ö æ ö+ + + + = - - - - =ç ÷ ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷è ø è øè ø è ø (18)
Such recurrence relations can be obtained without solving the differential equation, viz, from
Whittaker’s representation of the solutions as contour integrals ([52] 16.61; [1] 19.5). This
representation has been developed well before the advance of QM; it is thus independent of
the needs of QM.
The recurrence relations
• are not related to the usual, classical solution methods;
• interrelate solution functions with a finite difference between their a-values, viz, Δa=±1 (this
becomes ΔE=±ħω later on);
• reflect the genuine discrete structure wanted; in particular, this structure has nothing to do
with boundary conditions, since all solutions exhibit this discrete structure, not only
Schrödinger’s eigensolutions;
• realize the “conviction“, that “the true laws of quantum mechanics would consist not of
specific prescriptions for the single orbit; but, in these true laws, the elements of the whole
manifold of orbits of a system are connected by equations, so that there is apparently a
certain interaction between the various orbits.“ ([43] Second Commun., p. 508)
6 These factors are closely related to the variables that factorize the classical Hamiltonian.
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Moreover, the recurrence relations divide the set of a-values as follows.
Set (1) a =..., −5/2, −3/2, −1/2; the 2nd relation (18) breaks at a=−½ being one of the two mathe‐
matically distinguished values found above;
Set (2) a =..., 5/2, 3/2, 1/2; the 1st relation (18) breaks at a=+½ being the other mathematically
distinguished value found above;
Set (3) a = {..., -2+ς, -1+ς, ς, ς+1, ς+2...|-½ < ς < +½}; there is no break in the recurrence relations
(18) for this set.
The smallest interval representing all solutions is the closed interval a=[-½,+½], all other
solutions being related to it through the recursion formulae. The values a=-½ (set (1)) and a=
+½ (set (2)) are mathematically distinguished, again; this time as the boundary points of that
interval. All inner interval points, -½<a<+½ (set (3)), are mathematically equivalent among each
another and, consequently, not distinguished. The physically relevant set of a-values is a
mathematically distinguished set.
4.3. The physically distinguished solutions
The mathematically distinguished set (1) contains the physically relevant value a=−½, while
the mathematically distinguished set (2) contains the unphysical value a=+½. The recurrence
relations (18) show, that all functions U(a,ξ) with a-values from set (1) are limiting amplitudes,
while all functions V(a,ξ) with a-values from set (2) are not. For the a-values of set (3), neither
U(a,ξ), nor V(a,ξ) is a limiting amplitude.
Moreover, set (1) exhibits a finite minimum of total energy, E=½rrefprefω, while sets (2) and (3) do
not. A system of sets (2) or (3) can deliver an unlimited amount of energy to its environment,
it is a perpetuum mobile of 1st kind. This makes set (1) to be physically distinguished against sets
(2) and (3).
Hence, starting from the ground state, y-½(ξ)=y-½(0)×exp(-ξ2/4), and using the recursion formula
(18) for U(a,ξ), the physically relevant solutions are obtained as
21
41
2
( ) ( ); 0,1,2,nny e He nxx x-- - = = K (19)
where
2 21 1
2 2( ) ( 1)
nn
n n
dHe e ed
x xx x
-= - (20)
is the nth Hermite polynomial ([1] 19.13.1). Schrödinger’s boundary condition (the wave
function should vanish at infinity) is fulfilled automatically.
Since ([1] 22.2)
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21
2 2( ) 2 !ne He d nx x x p
+¥ -
-¥
=ò (21)
the normalized solutions [see eq. (8)] read
21
41
2 2
1( ) ( ); 0,1,
!
2,nny e Hen
nxx x
p
-
- - = = K (22)
4.4. The non-classical potential energy and the tunnel effect
The observation of quantum particles crossing spatial domains, where V>E, has led to the
notion ‘tunnel effect’ [34][38]. Being a nice illustration, this wording masks the fact, that the
actual contribution of a configuration, r, to the total energy is not V(r), but VEncl(r)<E, see eq. (6).
In terms of the dimensionless variables (15) the dimensionless non-classical potential energy
of the oscillator above equals
21
21
2
2 2 2 21 1( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2
ncl
n nnv y e Hen
-
- -= = xx x x x xp (23)
Using the recurrence formula ξHen(ξ)=Hen+1(ξ)+nHen-1(ξ)  ([1]  22.7.14)  and the inequality |
Hen(ξ)|<exp(ξ2/4)√(n!)k, k≈1.086435 (ibid., 22.14.17), one can prove, that
1
2
2 2 1
2
1( ) ( ) ; ; 0,1,2,2
ncl
n nv y n nx x x x- -= < + -¥ < < +¥ = K (24)
Hence, the inequalities (6) are fulfilled.
The occurrence of the ‘smaller than’ sign means, that - in contrast to the classical oscillator -
there are no stationary states with, (i), vanishing potential energy (in particular, the ground
state is not a state at rest) and, (ii) vanishing kinetic energy (there are no turning points).
The picture of the tunnel is partially correct, in that the classical turning points are points of
inflection such, that beyond them, in the forbidden domains of Newtonian CM, the wave
function decreases exponentially.
Notice that these results follow solely from the most general principles of state description
according to Leibniz [35], Euler, Helmholtz and Schrödinger, without solving any stationary-
state equation or equation of motion and without assuming particular boundary conditions.
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5. The time dependent case
While Heisenberg [30] and Schrödinger [43] started from a time-dependent equation7, I have
worked so far with the set of all possible (momentum) configurations of systems in their
stationary states, where time plays no role. In order to incorporate time, I will proceed as
Newton and Euler did in the classical case and will consider first the time-dependence of the
stationary states, then, the change of these states, and, finally, I will arrive at the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation as the equation of motion.
5.1. The time dependence of the stationary states
According to their definitions (6), the stationary weight functions, FE(r) and GE(p), are time
independent. Hence, if there is a time dependence of the stationary weight amplitudes, and
correspondingly of the wave functions, it is of the form
( ) ( )( , ) ( ); ( , ) ( )E Ei t i tE E E Et e t ef fy y j j= =r r p p (25)
The phase, φE(t), is the same for both functions, since the Fourier transform (9) is time-
independent.
For a free particle,
{ } 2 2( , ) exp ; 2 EE E E kt i i t E m× - =r k r h:y w (26)
The group velocity equals the time-independent particle velocity.
2
2
E E Eg E
E
d k E
d m m
w w= = Þ = =kv k
h h
h (27)
Therefore,
( , ) ( ); ( , ) ( )
E Ei t i t
E E E Et e t ey y f f
- -= =r r p ph h (28)
For later use I remark that this can be written as
7 In fn. 2, p. 489, of the 2nd Commun., Schrödinger has distanced himself from the time-independent approach of the 1st
Commun.
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ˆ ˆ( ) ( )( , ) ( ); ( , ) ( )
i iH t H t
E E E Et e t ey y f f
- -= =r pr r p ph h (29)
5.2. The equation-of-state-change
The analog to the Hamiltonian as classical stationary-state function is the function
3 3
3 3
ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
all all
all all
ncl C P
C P
f t H t f t d r g t H t g t d p
Z f t f t d r g t g t d p= =
òòò òòò
òòò òòò
r r r p p p
r r p p (30)
The analog to the classical principles of change of state, CS1...CS5, reads as follows. Up to first
order in dt,
QS1) the change of stationary-state quantities (dZ) depends solely on the external causes (Zext),
but not on state-of-motion quantities (f, g);
QS2) the changes of the stationary-state quantities (dZ) are independent of the stationary-state
quantities (Z) themselves;
QS3) the changes of state-of-motion quantities (df, dg) depend directly solely on stationary-
state quantities (Z);
QS4) the changes of stationary-state (dZ) and of state-of-motion quantities (df, dg) are inde‐
pendent each of another;
QS5) as soon as the external causes (Zext) vanish, the system remains in the (not necessarily
stationary8) state assumed in this moment.
Hence, writing
3ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )f t H t f t d r f t H t f t=òòò r r r r r r (31)
the equation of state change becomes
!
ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )
ˆ( , ) ( , ) ( , )( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
ˆ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )
ncl df t H t f t f t dH t f t f t H t df tdZ f t f t
f t H t f tdf t f t f t df t
f t f t f t f t
f t dH t f t
f t f t
+ +
=
+-
=
r r r r r r r r r
r r
r r rr r r r
r r r r
r r r
r r
(32)
8 The modification against CS5 is a consequence of the discreteness of the energetic spectrum.
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5.3. Derivation of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
The requirement in eq. (32) implies two conditions.
ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) 0
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) 0
df t H t f t f t H t df t
df t f t f t df t d f t f t
+ =
+ = =
r r r r r r
r r r r r r (33)
The second condition means that there is a unitary time development operator,
† 1
2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1ˆ ˆ ˆ( , , ) ( , ) ( , ); ( , , ) ( , , )U t t f t f t U t t U t t -= =r r r r r (34)
such, that
2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , ) ( , , ) ( , ) ( , , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )f t f t U t t f t U t t f t f t f t= =r r r r r r r r (35)
Now I insert eq. (34) into the first requirement (33).
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ,0) ( ,0) ( , ) ( , ,0) ( ,0) ( , ,0) ( ,0) ( , ) ( , ,0) ( ,0) 0dU t f H t U t f U t f H t dU t f+ =r r r r r r r r r r (36)
The unitary solution to this equation reads dU^ (r , t , 0)= iu(H^ (r , t))dt , where u(H^ ) is a real-
valued rational function of the self-adjoint Hamiltonian, H^ . Compatibility with the stationary
case (29) yields u(H^ )= − 1ℏ H^ . Hence,
0
ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ,0) exp ( , ') '
tiU t P H t dtæ öì ü-ï ïç ÷= í ýç ÷ï ïî þè øòr rh (37)
where P^  denotes Dyson’s time-ordering operator [4]. The time-dependent Schrödinger
equation for f(r,t) follows immediately.
The momentum representation can be derived quite analogously.
Both representations of the time-dependent Schrödinger form two equivalent equations of
motion. As in the classical case, the equation of motion is a dynamic equation for non-
stationary-state entities.
6. Summary and conclusions
I have presented a relatively novel approach to quantization, viz, quantization as selection
rather than eigenvalue problem. It starts from Euler’s rather than Newton’s axiomatic and
exploits Helmholtz’s [32][33] treatment of the energy conservation law. It fulfills all four of
Schrödinger’s methodical requirements quoted in the Introduction.
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It is often assumed, that the difference between classical and quantum systems is caused by
the existence of the quantum of action. I have shown that this assumption is not necessary. It
is sufficient to make different assumptions about the set of (momentum) configurations a
mechanical system can assume in its stationary states.
The “logical opposition“ between CM and QM observed by Schrödinger [44] is actually a
dialectic relationship, which resembles that between the Finite and the Infinite. Each determi‐
nation draws a Limit, where each Limit involves the existence of something beyond it (cf [29]
Logik I p. 145). The notion of the Finite does not exist without the notion of the Infinite (ibid.
pp. 139ff.). The Infinite is the Other of the Finite - in turn, the Finite is the Other of the Infinite.
Now, the Finite and the Infinite are not simply opposites; a border between them would
contradict the very meaning of infinity. The True Infinite includes the Finite, it is the unity of
the Finite and the Infinite (cf ibid. p. 158).
The solution of the stationary Schrödinger equation without using boundary conditions shows,
that it actually does “carry the quantum conditions in itself” (Schrödinger’s 1st requirement, see
Introduction). Hence, it has got “maximum strength” in the sense of Einstein [8].
CM contains the necessary means for going beyond its own frame. This way, the relationship
between CM and non-CM becomes well defined, and the physical content of non-CM is
formulated on equal footing with the mathematical method (and vice versa). An example for
this is the reformulation of Einstein’s criterion (the number of stationary states) in terms of
recurrence relations.
Ad-hoc assumptions, which may be suggested by experimental results, but are not supported
by the axiomatic of CM, can be avoided. The wave and particle aspects can be obtained from
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation and its solutions [10]. The classical path in phase
space is replaced with the wave functions in space and momentum representations. The wave
functions take also the role of the initial conditions, which “are not free, but also have to obey
certain laws” [7].
The dynamics in space and in momentum space are treated in parallel. As a consequence, the
Schrödinger equation in momentum representation is obtained at once with the one in position
representation. This, too, enables one to keep maximum contact to CM and to explain, why
QM is a non-classical mechanics of conservative systems, where the classical potential and
kinetic energy functions and, consequently, the classical Lagrange and Hamilton functions still
apply. This includes a natural explanation of “the peculiar significance of the energy in
quantum mechanics” [51].
Modern representations of CM favor equations of motion as the foundation (the variational
principles belong to this class). The state variables are position and velocity (Lagrange,
Laplace), or position and momentum (Hamilton). Hence, there are 6 state variables for a single
body. In contrast, there are only 3 quantum numbers for a spinless particle. And there are only
3 stationary-state variables for a single body within Newton’s (the 3 components of the
momentum vector) and Euler’s (the 3 components of the velocity vector) representations of
CM, respectively.9 This is another indication for the fact, that the latter are more suitable for
the transition from CM to QM than Lagrange’s and Hamilton’s representations.
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For the quantization of fields, finally, this approach yields an explanation for the fact, that,
within the method of normal-mode expansion, only the temporal, but not the spatial part of
the field variables is concerned (cf [42]). Indeed, only those variables are subject to the
quantization procedure, the possible values of which are restricted by the energy law. The
spatial extension of the normal modes is fixed by the boundary conditions and thus not subject
to quantization. The classical field energy (density) is determined by the normal-mode
amplitudes and thus limits these. As a consequence, the time-dependent coefficients in the
normal-mode expansion are quantized. When formulating this expansion such, that these
expansion coefficients get the dimension of length, their quantization can be performed in
complete analogy to that of the harmonic oscillator, without invoking additional assumptions
or new constants [10]. Moreover, one could try to quantize a field in the space spanned by
independent dynamical field variables. This could separate the quantization problem from the
spatial and temporal field distributions and, thus, simplify the realization of Einstein’s
imagination of a “spatially granular” [5] structure of the electromagnetic field.
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